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Pardon: the delay in putting out our bulletin, but in doing so two articles of Dr . Ganz's
cancellations & Markings of Switzerland & Liechtenstein will be presented in this issue.
Also, the latest news release from the Stamp News Bureau in New York, about the next
new issues from Switzerland, just received, are being sent along to you . Kindly let me
know if you like this type of write-up on the new issues.

The 1971 membership roster has just come in from the printer and is being sent to you.
We now number 134 members, and some of the new members who have recently joined will not
the listed on the roster, but periodically an addendum will be made and their names will
on it, possibly every three months or so . I would like the membership to know that our
fellow member in California, Edwin Chalfant, sent out over 400 membership applications
,to his collector friends and customers . Many heart felt thanks, Ed.

Due to the rapid increase in our membership we have been unable to provide all of the
past articles that have been presented during the past year . So that everyone can have
all of these articles reprints have been made of the article on the Pro Juventute
Stamps of Switzerland, by John Barrett, the five parts of the article on the
Cancellations & Markings of Switzerland & Liechtenstein, by Dr . Felix Can. All of these are
available for 25¢, to cover postage, this includes all article presented, to date.

Speaking of Dr . Ganz, we are pleased to announce that he won a Gold Award for his
exhibit "National Tate Cards", at MILCOPEX, March, 6/7, 1971, for 12 frames of these

Swiss August 1 semipostal stationery items . Congratulations, Dr.Ganz.!!!

NEWS OF THE CHAPTERS: Word comes from Jan Donker, Burlington, Mass ., that a meeting
was held last March 11th, with four people in attendance . More people in that area are
interested in this New England Chapter, and the next meeting will be held on Tuesday,
May 11th, 7 :30 P . M ., at the home of Mrs . Trudy Powell, 22 Park !ve ., Natick, Mass.
Any of you members in that area are welcome and invited to attend this meeting . As for
the New York City Chapter, a meeting place has been found and if enough of you New York
 area members are interested, kindly let me know, and I'll set up the date and time . The;

lace is the William Sloane House, YMCA, 356 'nest 34th Street, at Ninth 'venue . The
cost is $12 .00 if there are 15 of us, $15 .00 if there are over 15 and up to 25.

NEWSFROM ACROSS THE SEA : Robert Hurlimann, president of SCHWEIZ . GANZSACHEN-SAMMLER-
VEREIN, SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY. COLLECTORS' SOCIETY, has written that his societyissues

periodical of the Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors' Society, published in German &
French, three or four times a year, devoted primarily to Swiss postal statonery, postal :;
forms, and cancellations . Subscription is 82 .00, cash, 82.50 by check, and sent to the

Publisher: Mr . I . Debrunner, Jureweidster ., CH–5023 Biberstein, Switzerland . There are
two services available from the society ; New Issue Service of postal stationery mostly

world-wide; and Special Cancellation Service, the only direct source of supply forSwiss special and slogan cancellations, as well as those of Swiss automobile offices.

Max Hertsch, of Zumstein+CIE, informs us that the new Specialized Catalogue XXthedition
will be ready in May. as his ad states this month .
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MORE NEWS FROM SWITZERLAND:

The secretary of the Philatelisten—Club SWISSAIR, Mr . B. WILD,
has informed me of this society and asked me to pass this along
to you, in the event some of you might be interested in First
Flight Covers, and you can contact him for further information.

This society has specialized in the field of first flight covers for the past 10 years.
They have about 2000 subscribers who regularly buy first flight covers issued by the
club . They not only issue covers for flights ex Zurich, Geneva, Vaduz (Principality of
Liechtenstein), but also deliver covers ex UN Post Office Geneva . Their covers are
registered in the catalogue issued by the "Schweiz . Aerophilatelistenverein", but the
club itself also issues one net-price list annually.

STAMP-NEWS: From Switzerland comes word that the demand for souvenir sheets is heavy,
especially in Europe, and it seems as though the "most in demand" are the Stamps on
Stamps . Try to find and buy the sheets issued in 1945 to commemorate the centenary of
the Basel Dove stamp, Scott B-144 . Mintage was large and about 1, 500, 000 mint
souvenir sheets were sold, but the demand does not recognize this fact and the price
has gone up a great deal . Scott lists it at $30 .00, but it is doubtful that you will be
able to find one at the usual "half-catalog" . Full page advertisements are being used
by dealers in Europe trying to attract some of these items at a bit over $15 .00 per

	

icopy . Put this sheet on top of your want list ; it is worthwhile item for you, and
is almost a certainty for a further price increase .

	

—



CONTINENTAL EUROPE'S FIRST ISSUE — THE "ZURICH 4 AND 6"

	

The present site of Zurich in NE

	

by JOHN F. BARRETT, JR.

	

Switzerland has been known since prehis-

	

While the larger Cantons operated

	

either leased their rights to the larger or

	

toric times since remains of lake dwellings their own systems, the smaller Cantons,

	

had the House of Thurn and Taxis handle

	

were unearthed there in the 18th Cen- such as Schaffhausen and Appenzell,

	

it.
tury . Later the Romans captured the city
in 58 B.C., and named it Turicum . In
succession, Zurich came under control of
the Germanic tribes, Franks, and Swa-
bians, and in 1218 was named a free
imperial city of the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1351 it joined the Swiss Confedera-
tion.

As known from records, there existed
an official messenger service as far back as
the 15th Century, and a regular post
office was established in the early 17th
Century . Following the Napoleanic Wars,
postal services were conducted by the
larger Cantons, and became much

improved by the French Occupation.

In 1836 the post authorities set the
rate of 5 rappen for letters carried up to a
distance of 19 kilometers, and 8 rappen
(2 cents) for any greater distance . These
letters were not to be in excess of "1
Loth" (about Y2 oz) . These rates applied
only to the Canton of Zurich as other
Cantons had their own, and sometimes
different rates.





POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

BT . DR . FELIX GA PARTVl

AUTOMOBILE POST OFFICE CANCELLATIONS AND 	 MARKINGS : PART II:
Figure 2 (refer to last issue) gives you an idea of the multitude of accompanying,

official cachets used . Some are no more than place name straightlines, others are
pretty fancy designs tying in, with the special event they served, and some recall
early cancellations of oval, round, or square shape.

To publicize the automobile P. O ., and to generate collectors" interest, the
Swiss PTT issued a special automobile post stamp in 1937, sold only at the windows
of these offices and at the Bern Philatelic Agency, and special automobile P . O.
postal cards, with the special stamp imprinted on some of these issues, or with a
picture of the facility on the left half' of the front of the card . A redrawn stamp
of similar design appeared in 1946, and in 1953 two more stamps, for sale only at
these offices were issued (Z . NO . 210, 276 ; 314-15) . Finally, in 1965, the "Matterhorn"
stamps (Z . 433-34) also were primarily issued for the same purpose, and all Alpine
series stamps issued since (Z . 445, etc .) are supposedly available at these mobile
P. 0 .s . A purist collector will want his automobile post stamps and cards canceled
with auto P . O . cds ; but to try for a complete collection in this manner seems rather
monotonous and nigh impossible . Prices for complete cards or envelopes range from
a modest 20 or 250 for the commonest specimens to $5 .60 for the rarest ones—not
considering the usually very scarce date and and color errors.

In 1960, all automobile P . O . cds . were replaced by larger, pictorial eds . that
depict each P. 0. in the cancellation . By 1964 the original office, though still in
use, occasionally, had become rather creaky, and a brand new, sleeker looking vehicle .
was introduced as auto P . O . 4 in that same year, and in 1969 followed office 5, with
a detachable trailer (Anhänger 5) that can be used as a separate office (with its own
canceller) if needed . All these larger, pictorial cancellations are shown in Fig . 3,
and a series of newer accompanying cachets are shown in Fig . 4.

For the very special events (in former years authorized very sparingly, but of
late more and more frequently), automobile P . O. s may use special cancellations
that sometimes do (Fig . 5) and sometimes do not (Fig . 6) include the legend "Automobile
Post Office" . Cancellations shown under Fig . 6 are indistinguishable from special
cancellations (to be discussed here in the near future), and only an accurate catalog
will give the necessary information.

Through the end of 1969 a total of 1169 different events have been served by
automobile post offices, and each year about thirty to fifty will be added . Some
events recur annually, and the PEN catalog does not assign them separate numbers,
but only sub-letters . Thus, a collection striving to be complete would have to
contain close to 1300 different items, not counting the sixty or so color, date, or
language of cds . errors . . .for any collector quite a project.

But to own a representative collection of these very special cancellations can add
immensely to a collection because one is brought much closer to the country's festivals,
celebrations, and general behavioral patterns . One can literally partake, by thumbing
through one's own album, of over thirty years of Swiss life and development from the
ere-war years to the present time.

In closing, it should be noted that, on a few occasions, a Swiss automobile P . O.
has been used in L i echtenstein, so for example in 1956 (Aug . 28 to Sept . 2), or in 1962
(Aug. 4 to 12) . On these occasions, a special cds . reading "Automobile P . O . in
Liechtenstein" was utilized to cancel all mail, and the office then sold, of course,
only Liechtenstein stamps and postal stationery .





POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AN D LIECHTENSTEIN

BY FELIX GANZ

K-CANCELS (TOWN PROPAGANDA CANCELS, WERBESTEMPEL, KURORTSTEMPEL )

Town propaganda or K-cancellations take their name from "Kurort", or
spa (hence the abbreviation to K in the official Swiss catalogue for this
type of postmark) even though very many recent town cancels of this type
have been assigned to tourist rather than health resort towns . But the
story of these propaganda cancels dates back to the years of World War II
at which time the first of the currently over five hundred places which use
these large, and most often at least partly pictorial cancellers were is-
sued . The first two, on May 30, 1942, went to BEX and RHEINFELD I res-
pectively -- both famous "watering places" for people with assorted
ills supposedly curable by saline immersion; and so the name stuck, even
though the next four cancellers of this type went to the tourist towns of

WEGGIS, BÜRGENSTOCK, ASCONA, end BRAUNWALD e- none with spa facilities.
Any collector of these propaganda cancels (and many morecollectors

than one would think DO collect them, either on presentation sheetlets
Or envelopes issued on a subscription basis by the Swiss PTT's Philatel-
ic Agency, or es cut-outs, or by combining the cancellations with a pic-
ture postcard of the respective locality into a type 	 maximum card)
must own the very carefully edited list, issued eh 1967 by the Swiss PTT
in 1000 copies, immediately sold out and since republished and updated,
which come out as an appendix to the machine cancellation catalogue . It

costs about $4.50 and is available in a handy three ring binder . Interested
parties should request it from the Swiss Philatelic Agency in Bern, ask-
ing for the "Catalogue of Swiss Machine and Propaganda Cancellations ."
All cancels are pictured -- or et least almost all since e few collectors
complained following the initial issue of the catalogue.

limey of the early cancels, if affixed to collection sheetlets or
first-day-of-use covers made up by the PTT, are found on quite valuable
Swiss semi-postals ; and if you were to buy the first 200 or so numbers in
one, original batch, you may find yourself paying around $150 for them,

because of the stamps. A sub-
scription for these cancels
used to be possible until 1966 .

PART vu
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Some of the earliest cancellations of this type were altered, for

one reason or another, and the earlier version is usually pretty
elusive . This is true of K 37 "NEUVEVILLE", of 3-25-46, recut by 3-11-48

to "LA NEUVEVILLE" (K 37P), of "LEUKERBAD" (K 47), of 4-28-47, which was
recut by 12-15-47 into K 47a by replacing the upper line of the date
bridge by three wavy lines signifying the ape character of thetown, or
of AROSA's summer propaganda cancel (K 102) of 1951 from which, in 1955
the date bridge's lower line was excised to free the heads of the two
children shown (K 102x, not shown in list) . Others were altered because

of a change in the post office's name, such as SAAS-FEE (K 32, with hy-
phen), to S AAS FEE (K32a, 1957, without hyphen), or from GOLDERN-W

ASSER-WENDI (K94, 1951) to GOLDERN	 ( K94a, 1959) , and once more, in 1960, to
GOLDERN (H ASLIBERG) (K94b), the last with a pictorial theme.

Of the type 2, single ring K-cancels one very scarce oneexists, of
ADLISWIL. Issued originally in 1957, it was recut to include a "1" be-
low the name when the town received a branch office ; but already in 1961
that recut cancel was replaced by one showing the "1" after the town's
name. The PTT furnished its K-cancel subscribers "posthumously", i .e . in
1968, with a copy of the elusive first recut ; but close inspection shows
that it is not identical with the actual recut! (Slant of "1" differs!)

Similarly, the catalogue does not mention a replacing of the date
reel's month digit, from Arabic numerals to Roman numerals some time a-
round 1961 or 1962, in K169 of HUTTWIL; but that is the fun of collect-
ing: to be more accurate than the officialcatalogue!

Some of the type 2 K-cancels have se-
riffed town lettering; but most are block
lettered . Almost all have some additional,
identifying text, describing the piece's
special attraction in one of the country's
four languages : German, French,Italian, or
Romansh (K 315: TARASP: Auas mineralas).

By 1963 the first K--cancels with "zip"
numbers made their appearance . Initially,

these numbers were pieced below the town's name ; but from 1964 on they
were placed in front of the town name, in accordance with PTT practices.
Since 1967 most older types have dissppeared, and the newer ones have been
recut to include the "zip" number. An alert collector will note that the
"recuts" in actuality are completely new cancellers, differing in small de
tail from the originals . All in all almost 1000 diff . K-cancels exist .



SWITZERLAND SLATE TWO ISSUES FOR MAY

	

- q

The Swiss Postal. Administration will release two special

sets of stamps during May, according to announcements from

Bern. The first, to commemorate the 1971 meeting of the

"EUROPA-CEPT" organization, will comprise two values and

will be issued on May 3. The other will comprise a set

of four semi-postals, scheduled for release on May 27, as

part of this year's series of "PRO PATRIA" or National Day

stamps .

The first set comprises 30 and 50 centime values

that show a design created by Icelandic artist M. He

Hafliason for use on stamps issued by all members of CEPT

(European Conference of Posts and Telecommunications .) It

shows a cross made of "EUROPA," vertically placed while the

horizontal is a nine-link chain enclosing "CEPT ." Werner

Muehlemann, of Bern, adapted the original for use by the

Swiss, while Albert Yersin, of Echandens, Canton Vaud,

engraved the dies from which intaglio cylinders were made

for printing at the Swiss Postage Stamp Printing Office

in Bern, by the new, two-color press. The 30c will be in

brown-red and yellow ; the 50c, in blue and yellow.

On the occasion of the first-day of issue, the

Swiss Postal Administration will offer special envelopes

imprinted with an engraved cachet, while an illustrative

postmark will be applied on May 3 . This is an adaptation of

the stamps' design but showing only the four chain links

bearing the "CEPT."
"

-
n announcing the stamps, Bern states that these

will replace the regular definitives at all Swiss postoffices

(including the mobile ones) between May 3 and Nov . 30, unless 's,

clients specifically ask to the regulars, or that stocks of :

'the EUROPA pair become exhausted before the terminal date . '

They will, however, be valid for postage withoutlimit.

The paper on which these will be printed in white, coated with

a luminescent chemical and impregnated with violet fibres .
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The PRO PATRIA semi-postals will continue and con-

clude the "stained glass" windows theme of the Art and

Applied Arts series used as subjects introduced in 1967.

The 1971 set is devoted to glass paintings of contemporary

artists and representing sacred motifs . Three of them are

in churches ; one is in a private collection.

As is customary, these stamps will be sold at

postoffices for a premium above their face or franking

worth, the surtax to be used for the National Day Fund

campaign which will receive 90% of the receipts, and

other social work programs of national importance, which

will receive the remaining 10%.

The stamps, which will be issued en May 27,

have been designed by Celestino Piatti, of Basel, and

are printed in full natural color in Heliogravure.

Jean-Francois Comment, of Porrentruy, in the

western part of Bern, created the window shown on the

10+10 centime value . In the Roman Catholic church of

Courgenay, also in the Welsh part of Bern, is an abstract

composition of colors and lines the artist says, "convey

a feeling of religious spirit ."

The 20+10-centime reproduces a window of the

Reformed Church, in Fechy, in the Canton of Vaud. Called,

"a symbol of the Christian Faith as well as of vigilance

and fertility," it features a rooster that recalls the

denial of Christ by St . Peter . It is the creation of

Jean Prahin, of Rivas, also in Vaud, in mountainous south

Switzerland.

The privately-owned window which depicts a fox

of stylized, modern design, is used for the 30+10 centime.

It is the work of Kurt Volk, of Basel, which long has

been Switzerland's most important art center.

The 50+20 centime value also is areproduction

f a window in a Catholic church-the one at Vieques, in

Bern. This one, by Bernard Schorderet, of Fribourg, is

completely	 abstract in concept 	 described by the artist

as symbolizing the "Passion and Glory of Christ . "

Swiss artists have been in the fore of the

modernistic art trend as applied to architecture, painting

and stained glass introduced to ecclesiastical building

and decor. The St. Antonius Church in Basel, for example,

was one of the first places of worship that were

revolutionary in design.
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And because the art of making stained glass win-

dows was a Swiss field since the 13th century, it was in-

evitable that the modern, abstract and surrealistic style

should have been adapted by today's Swiss . Their work

commands international attention and is to be found not

only in Swiss buildings (religious or laic) or private

collections, but are included in museums all over the world.

The stamps will be issued on May 27, at every regular

and mobile postoffice in the land, where they will remain

on sale until Aug. 31 ; the philatelic service offices

will have them available as long as stocks last, but no

later than Dec . 31.

A special envelope will be available for first-day

service . Produced by the Swiss PTT, the engraved cachet

features the same design as used for the 30+10c stamp,

a design that also is to be used for the "first day of

i sue" cancellation.

Both sets of these stamps will be available from

the Philatelic Service Office, PTT, CH-3000 Bern, Switzer-

land, to those collectors who do not patronize dealers,

most of whom will have them in stock .
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